Commonwealth Borrowing Levy Collection Amendment Bill 1989

Date Introduced: 16 August 1989
House: House of Representatives
Portfolio: Treasury

Purpose
To provide that borrowings of the ACT Electricity and Water Authority will not be subject to the Commonwealth Guarantee Charge.

Background
Refer to the Digest for the Commonwealth Borrowing Levy Amendment Bill 1989.

Main Provisions
The Bill will have effect from 11 May 1989 (clause 2).

Borrowings of the ACT Electricity and Water Authority made before 1 July 1987 will cease to be subject to the Commonwealth Guarantee Charge (clause 3).

For further information, if required, contact the Economics and Commerce Group.

18 August 1989

This Digest does not have any official legal status. Other sources should be consulted to determine the subsequent official status of the Bill.
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